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The whole ideaThe whole idea
Given the fact thatGiven the fact that

LHC will be the facility producing the largest number of b hadrons (of all types)LHC will be the facility producing the largest number of b hadrons (of all types)LHC will be the facility producing the largest number of b hadrons (of all types), LHC will be the facility producing the largest number of b hadrons (of all types), 
by far, and for a long time by far, and for a long time 
the Tevatron experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of B physics at the Tevatron experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of B physics at 
hadron machineshadron machines

→→ perform a dedicated Bperform a dedicated B--physics experiment at the LHCphysics experiment at the LHC,,
but with a new challenge:but with a new challenge:but with a new challenge:but with a new challenge:

exploit the huge bb production exploit the huge bb production 
iin the notn the not--wellwell--known forward region, known forward region, 
despite the unfriendly hadronic despite the unfriendly hadronic 
en ironment (m ltiplicit ) for B ph sicsen ironment (m ltiplicit ) for B ph sics

bb angular correlation in 
pp collisions at √s = 14 

TeV (Pythia)environment (multiplicity, …) for B physicsenvironment (multiplicity, …) for B physics

~ 230 ~ 230 μμb of bb production b of bb production 
in one of the forward peaks (400 mrad)in one of the forward peaks (400 mrad)

TeV (Pythia)

in one of the forward peaks (400 mrad),in one of the forward peaks (400 mrad),
corresponding to nearly 10corresponding to nearly 1055 b hadrons per secondb hadrons per second
at a low luminosity of 2at a low luminosity of 2××10103232 cmcm––22ss––11
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LHCbLHCb
VELO: Vertex Locator (around interaction point
TT, T1, T2, T3: Tracking stations 
RICH1-2: Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors
ECAL HCAL C l i tECAL, HCAL: Calorimeters
M1–M5: Muon stations1.9 < η < 4.9  or

15 < θ < 300 mrad
Dipole
magnet

VELO

proton 
beam

proton 
beam
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LHCb pitLHCb pit
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Pileup and luminosityPileup and luminosity
LHC machine, pp collisions at LHC machine, pp collisions at √√s = 14 TeVs = 14 TeV::

design luminosity L=design luminosity L= 10103434 cmcm––22ss––11 bunch crossing rate = 40 MHzbunch crossing rate = 40 MHzdesign luminosity L= design luminosity L= 1010 cmcm ss , , bunch crossing rate = 40 MHzbunch crossing rate = 40 MHz
average nonaverage non--empty bunch crossing rate  f = 30 MHz (in LHCb)empty bunch crossing rate  f = 30 MHz (in LHCb)
Pileup:Pileup:

n = number of inelastic pp interactions occurring in the same bunch n = number of inelastic pp interactions occurring in the same bunch pp gpp g
crossingcrossing
Poisson distribution with mean <n> = LPoisson distribution with mean <n> = Lσσinelinel/f, with /f, with σσinelinel = 80 mb= 80 mb
<<n> = 25 at n> = 25 at 10103434 cmcm––22ss––11 →→ not good for B physicsnot good for B physics pp interactions/crossing

At LHCb:At LHCb:
L tuneable by adjusting final beam focusingL tuneable by adjusting final beam focusing
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n=0

Choose to run at <Choose to run at <L> ~ L> ~ 22××10103232 cmcm––22ss––11

(max. 5(max. 5××10103232 cmcm––22ss––11))
Clean environment: <n> = 0.5Clean environment: <n> = 0.5 1

0.4

0.6

P L

Less radiation damage Less radiation damage 
Expected to be available from first physics runExpected to be available from first physics run

2 fb2 fb––11 of data in 10of data in 1077 s (= nominal year)s (= nominal year)

1

2
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31 32 33

0.2 n=1
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Luminosity [cm−2 s−1]
1031 1032 1033



Tracking performanceTracking performance
PYTHIA+GEANT full simulationHigh multiplicity environment:High multiplicity environment:

In a bb event, ~30 charged particles In a bb event, ~30 charged particles 

VELO
RICH1traverse the whole spectrometertraverse the whole spectrometer

Track finding:Track finding:
efficiency > 95%efficiency > 95%

TT

T1 T2 T3 RICH2
Magnet

efficiency > 95% efficiency > 95% 
for long tracks from B decaysfor long tracks from B decays
(~ 4% ghosts for p(~ 4% ghosts for pTT > 0.5 GeV/c)> 0.5 GeV/c)
KK →π→π++ππ–– reconstructionreconstruction 75% efficient75% efficient T1 T2 T3 RICH2KKSS→π→π++ππ–– reconstruction reconstruction 75% efficient 75% efficient 
for decay in the VELO, lower otherwisefor decay in the VELO, lower otherwise

Average BAverage B--decay track resolutions:decay track resolutions:

Mass resolutionMass resolution

BBss →→ μμμμ 18 MeV/c18 MeV/c22

Impact parameter: ~30 Impact parameter: ~30 μμmm
Momentum: ~0.4%Momentum: ~0.4%

Typical B resolutions:Typical B resolutions:
BBss →→DDss ππ 14 MeV/c14 MeV/c22

BBss →→ J/J/ψψ φφ 16 MeV/c16 MeV/c22

// 8 M V/8 M V/ 22
*

Typical B resolutions:Typical B resolutions:
Proper time: ~40 fs (essential for BProper time: ~40 fs (essential for Bss physics)physics)
Mass: 8Mass: 8––18 MeV/c18 MeV/c22
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BBss →→ J/J/ψψ φφ 8 MeV/c8 MeV/c22

with J/ψ mass constraint



Particle ID performanceParticle ID performance
Average efficiency:Average efficiency:

K id = 88%K id = 88% C
ou

nt
s

1000

1200 -π +π → dB
-π + K→ dB
- K+ K→ sB

No PID

ππ mismis--id = 3%id = 3%

Good K/Good K/ππ separation separation 600

800

1000  K K→ sB
- K+π → sB

- p K→ bΛ
-π p → bΛ

pp
in 2in 2––100 GeV/c range100 GeV/c range

Low momentum Low momentum 
kaon taggingkaon tagging

200

400

kaon tagging kaon tagging 
High momentumHigh momentum

clean separation clean separation 
of the different of the different 

un
ts

un
ts 250

With PID With PID

2MeV/c
5100 5150 5200 5250 5300 5350 5400 5450 55000

ππ invariant mass

BBd,sd,s→→hhhh modesmodes
will be the best will be the best 
performance performance 

hi d thi d t

C
ou

150

200

250

300 -π +π → dB
-π + K→ dB
- K+ K→ sB
- K+π → sB

- p K→ bΛ
-π p → bΛ

C
ou

n

150

200

-π +π → dB
-π + K→ dB
- K+ K→ sB
- K+π → sB

- p K→ bΛ
-π p → bΛ

With PID With PID

ever achieved at ever achieved at 
a hadron collidera hadron collider
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2GeV/c
5.1 5.15 5.2 5.25 5.3 5.35 5.4 5.45 5.5

2GeV/c
5.2 5.25 5.3 5.35 5.4 5.45 5.5 5.55 5.60

ππ invariant mass Kπ invariant mass



Flavour taggingFlavour tagging
TagTag εεDD22==εε(1(1––2w)2w)22

Opposite Opposite μμ 0.7%0.7%––1.8%1.8%
Opposite eOpposite e 0 4%0 4%––0 6%0 6% l-Opposite eOpposite e 0.4%0.4% 0.6%0.6%
Opposite KOpposite K 1.6%1.6%––2.4%2.4%
Opposite QOpposite Qvtxvtx 0.9%0.9%––1.3%1.3%

Qvtx
D

l K–

Same side Same side ππ (B(B00)) 0.8%0.8%––1.0%1.0%
Same side K (BSame side K (Bss)) 2.7%2.7%––3.3%3.3%
Combined (BCombined (B00)) 4%4%––5%5%

B
s

B0

+PV SV

Performance assessed on full MC, after trigger and reconstructionPerformance assessed on full MC, after trigger and reconstruction

Co b ed (Co b ed ( )) %% 5%5%
Combined (BCombined (Bss)) 7%7%––9%9% K+

, gg, gg
Kaon tags are the most powerful, e.g. opposite K (from bKaon tags are the most powerful, e.g. opposite K (from b→→cc→→s)s)
All tags combined with neural networkAll tags combined with neural network
Tagging performance depends on how the event is triggered !Tagging performance depends on how the event is triggered !

will be measured in data using control channelswill be measured in data using control channels
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Trigger performance & ratesTrigger performance & rates
Algorithms and performance:Algorithms and performance:

LevelLevel--0 trigger algorithms mature, 1 MHz output rate0 trigger algorithms mature, 1 MHz output rateLevelLevel 0 trigger algorithms mature, 1 MHz output rate0 trigger algorithms mature, 1 MHz output rate
HighHigh--Level Trigger (HLT) under development Level Trigger (HLT) under development 

Prototype available within time budget for a limited set of channels Prototype available within time budget for a limited set of channels 
L0*HLT ffi i iL0*HLT ffi i iL0*HLT efficiencies:L0*HLT efficiencies:

Determined using detailed MC simulationDetermined using detailed MC simulation
Typically Typically 30%30%––80%80% for offlinefor offline--selected signal events, depending on channelselected signal events, depending on channelyp yyp y g , p gg , p g

HLT output rates:HLT output rates:
Output Output 

raterate Event typeEvent type PhysicsPhysics

Indicative rates Indicative rates 
(split between streams (split between streams 
still to be determined)still to be determined)

200 Hz200 Hz Exclusive B candidatesExclusive B candidates B (core program)B (core program)
600 Hz600 Hz High mass diHigh mass di--muonsmuons J/J/ψψ, , bb→→J/J/ψψX (unbiased)X (unbiased)
300 Hz300 Hz D* candidatesD* candidates CharmCharm

Large inclusive streams Large inclusive streams 
to be used to control to be used to control 
calibration & systematics calibration & systematics 

300 Hz300 Hz D  candidatesD  candidates CharmCharm
900 Hz900 Hz Inclusive b (e.g. bInclusive b (e.g. b→→μμ)) B (data mining)B (data mining)
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yy
(trigger, tracking, PID, tagging)(trigger, tracking, PID, tagging)



Integrated luminosity scenarioIntegrated luminosity scenario

200 ( d)200 ( d)

(before LHC problems of last weeks…)
2007 (end):2007 (end):

Short pilot run at 450 GeV per beam with full detector installedShort pilot run at 450 GeV per beam with full detector installed
Establish running procedures, time and space alignment of the detectorsEstablish running procedures, time and space alignment of the detectors

11Integrated luminosity for physics Integrated luminosity for physics ~ 0 fb~ 0 fb––11

2008:2008:
LHC reaches design energyLHC reaches design energy

√√Complete commissioning of detector and trigger at Complete commissioning of detector and trigger at √√s=s=14 TeV14 TeV
Calibration of momentum, energy and particle IDCalibration of momentum, energy and particle ID
Start of first physics data taking, assume Start of first physics data taking, assume ~ ~ 0.5 fb0.5 fb––11

20092009––::
Stable running, assume Stable running, assume ~ ~ 2 fb2 fb––11/year/year

Availability of physics results:Availability of physics results:Availability of physics results:Availability of physics results:
with 0.5 with 0.5 fbfb––1 1 in ~2009 in ~2009 
with    with    2 fb2 fb––1 1 in ~2010in ~2010
with 10with 10 fbfb––1 1 in ~2014in ~2014
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with  10with  10 fbfb in 2014in 2014



sin(2sin(2ββ) with B) with B00→→J/J/ψψKKSS

}K
} ψ/J

⎩
⎨
⎧

dB0Expected to be one of the first CP measurements:Expected to be one of the first CP measurements:
Demonstrate (already with 0 5 fbDemonstrate (already with 0 5 fb––11) that we can keep) that we can keep d

b

d
s
c
c

}⎩Demonstrate (already with 0.5 fbDemonstrate (already with 0.5 fb ) that we can keep ) that we can keep 
under control the main ingredients of a CP analysisunder control the main ingredients of a CP analysis

in particular tagging extraction from control channelsin particular tagging extraction from control channels
S i i i (f TDR i d i )S i i i (f TDR i d i )

d d

Sensitivity (from TDR, improved since):Sensitivity (from TDR, improved since):
~ 216k signal events/2 fb~ 216k signal events/2 fb––11, B/S ~ 0.8, B/S ~ 0.8
⇒⇒ σσstatstat(sin(2(sin(2ββ)) = 0.02)) = 0.02 P(

t

0.2

( ) ( )
( ) ( )SS

SS
CP KJBNKJBN

KJBNKJBNtA
ψψ
ψψ

//
//)( 00

00

→+→
→−→=

With 10 fbWith 10 fb––11::

A
C

P
)

-0.2

 0

0.2

Should be able to reach Should be able to reach σσ(sin(2(sin(2ββ)) ~ 0.010)) ~ 0.010
to be compared with 0.017 to be compared with 0.017 
from final BaBar+Belle statisticsfrom final BaBar+Belle statistics

-0.4

-0.2
P

Can also push further the search for Can also push further the search for 
direct CP violating term direct CP violating term ∝∝ cos(cos(ΔΔmmddt)t)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
-0.8

-0.6

background subtracted, 2 fb–1 (toy MC)
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BBss→→DDss
−−ππ++ sample and sample and BBss mixingmixing

Measurement of Measurement of ΔΔmmss::
CDF observed BCDF observed Bss oscillations in 2006:oscillations in 2006:

ΔΔ 17 7717 77 0 100 10 0 070 07 11 tibl ithtibl ith
b c 

u
d

B0{ }D−
} +π

ΔΔmmss ==17.77 17.77 0.10 0.10 0.07 ps0.07 ps––11 compatible with compatible with 
SMSM

LHCb expectation with 0.5 fbLHCb expectation with 0.5 fb––11::
~35k B~35k Bss →→ DDss

−−ππ++ signal events withsignal events with

s sBs{ }Ds

35k B35k Bss →→ DDss ππ signal events with signal events with 
average average σσtt ~~ 40 fs and 40 fs and BBbbbb/S/S < 0.05 at 90% CL< 0.05 at 90% CL
⇒⇒ σσstatstat((ΔΔmmss) = ) = 0.012 ps0.012 ps−−11, i.e. 0.07%, i.e. 0.07%
will be completely dominated by will be completely dominated by 
systematics on proper time scalesystematics on proper time scalesystematics on proper time scale, systematics on proper time scale, 
but at most but at most σσ((ττ(B(B00))/))/ττ(B(B00) = 0.5%) = 0.5%

Importance of Importance of BBss→→DDss
−−ππ++ samplesample::

Normalization channel for all BNormalization channel for all Bss branching fraction measurementsbranching fraction measurements
First absolute measurement from Belle, BR(First absolute measurement from Belle, BR(BBss→→DDss

−−ππ++) = (0.68 ) = (0.68 0.22 0.22 0.16)%,0.16)%,
expect soon ~10% measurementexpect soon ~10% measurement

Control channel for all timeControl channel for all time--dependent analyses with Bdependent analyses with Bss decaysdecays
Measurement of dilution on cos(Measurement of dilution on cos(ΔΔmmsst) and t) and sin(sin(ΔΔmmsst) terms t) terms 

Important step towards measurement of other BImportant step towards measurement of other Bss mixing parameters mixing parameters 
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e.g. mixing phase or CP violation in mixinge.g. mixing phase or CP violation in mixing



BBs s mixing phase mixing phase φφss with bwith b→→ccsccs
φφss is the is the strange counterpart of strange counterpart of φφdd==22ββ::

φφss very small in SMvery small in SM W W
b 

Bs
0
⎧ 
⎨ 
⎪ 

⎪

s ⎫ 
⎬ 
⎪ 

⎪
 B s

0t 
ss

φφss
SMSM = = ––arg(Varg(Vtsts

22) =) =––22ληλη22 = = ––0.036 0.036 0.0030.003 (CKMfitter) (CKMfitter) 
Could be much larger if New Physics runs in the boxCould be much larger if New Physics runs in the box

Golden bGolden b→→ccsccs mode is Bmode is B →→ JJ//ψφψφ::

W Ws

⎩ ⎪ s b ⎭ ⎪ 
s

t

Golden bGolden b→→ccs ccs mode is Bmode is Bss→→ JJ//ψφψφ::
Angular analysis needed to separate Angular analysis needed to separate 
CPCP--even and CPeven and CP--odd contributionsodd contributions
Expect ~130k BExpect ~130k Bss →→J/J/ψψ((μμμμ))φφ signal events/2fbsignal events/2fb––11

} ψ/J

⎩
⎨
⎧

sB0

s

b

s
s
c
c

}φ
Expect 130k BExpect 130k Bss →→J/J/ψψ((μμμμ))φφ signal events/2fbsignal events/2fb
(before tagging), S/B(before tagging), S/Bbbbb= 8= 8

Add also pure CP modes such as Add also pure CP modes such as JJ//ψηψη(’)(’), , ηηccφφ, , 
DD DDDDssDDss

No angular analysis needed, but smaller statisticsNo angular analysis needed, but smaller statistics

Combined sensitivity after 10 fbCombined sensitivity after 10 fb––11::
dominated by Bdominated by Bss→→J/J/ψφψφ
systematics (tagging, resolution) need to be tackledsystematics (tagging, resolution) need to be tackled

σstat(φs) = 0.010
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hopefully >3hopefully >3σσ evidence of nonevidence of non--zero zero φφss, even if only SM, even if only SM



bb→→sss hadronic penguin decayssss hadronic penguin decays
TimeTime--dependent CP analysis of penguin decays to CP eigenstatesdependent CP analysis of penguin decays to CP eigenstates

BB0 0 →→ φφKKSS::
800 signal events per 2 fb800 signal events per 2 fb––11 B/S < 2 4 at 90% CLB/S < 2 4 at 90% CL800 signal events per 2 fb800 signal events per 2 fb , B/S < 2.4 at 90% CL, B/S < 2.4 at 90% CL
After 10 fbAfter 10 fb––11: : σσstatstat(sin(2(sin(2ββeffeff)) = 0.14)) = 0.14
Similar to a B factory experimentSimilar to a B factory experiment

BBss →→ φφφφ::
CP violation < 1% in SMCP violation < 1% in SMCP violation < 1% in SM CP violation < 1% in SM 
(V(Vtsts enters both in mixing and decay amplitudes) enters both in mixing and decay amplitudes) 
→→ significant CPsignificant CP--violating phase violating phase φφNPNP would be due to New Physicswould be due to New Physics
A l l i i dA l l i i dAngular analysis requiredAngular analysis required
4k signal events per 2 fb4k signal events per 2 fb––1 1 (if BR=1.4(if BR=1.4××1010––55),  0.4 < B/S < 2.1 at 90%CL),  0.4 < B/S < 2.1 at 90%CL
After 10 fbAfter 10 fb––11: : σσstatstat((φφNPNP) = 0.042) = 0.042
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BBss →→ μμ++μμ––

Very rare loop decay, sensitive to new physics:Very rare loop decay, sensitive to new physics:
BR 3BR 3 1010 99 i SMi SMBR ~3.5BR ~3.5××1010––99 in SM, in SM, 
can be strongly enhanced in SUSYcan be strongly enhanced in SUSY
Current 90% CL limit from CDF+D0 Current 90% CL limit from CDF+D0 
with 1 fbwith 1 fb––11 is ~20 times SMis ~20 times SM

Main issue is background rejectionMain issue is background rejection
with limited MC statisticswith limited MC statisticswith limited MC statistics, with limited MC statistics, 
indication that main background is indication that main background is bb→μ→μ, , bb→μ→μ
assume background is dominated by assume background is dominated by bb→μ→μ, , bb→μ→μ
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BBss →→ μμ++μμ––

LHCb limit on BR at 90% CL 
(only bkg is observed)

LHCb sensitivity
(signal+bkg is observed)
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BB00 →→ K*K*00μμ++μμ−−

AFB(s), theory  Suppressed loop decay, BR ~1.2Suppressed loop decay, BR ~1.2××1010––66

ForwardForward--backward asymmetry Abackward asymmetry AFBFB(s) in the (s) in the 
μμμμ restrest--frame is sensitive probe of New Physics:frame is sensitive probe of New Physics:

Predicted zero of APredicted zero of AFBFB(s) depends on Wilson (s) depends on Wilson 
coefficients coefficients CC77

effeff/C/C99
effeff

77 99

Other sensitive observables based on transversity Other sensitive observables based on transversity 
angles are accessibleangles are accessible

( )2 [G V2]

AFB(s),   fast MC, 2 fb–1

s = (mμμ)2  [GeV2]
Sensitivity Sensitivity 
(ignoring non(ignoring non--resonant Kresonant Kπμμπμμ evts for the time being)evts for the time being)

7.7k signal events/2fb7.7k signal events/2fb––11, B, Bbbbb/S = 0.4 /S = 0.4 0.10.1
After 10 fbAfter 10 fb––11: : 
zero of Azero of AFBFB(s) located to (s) located to 0.28 GeV0.28 GeV22
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FBFB( )( )
→→ determine Cdetermine C77

effeff/C/C99
effeff with with 7% stat error7% stat error (SM)(SM)s = (mμμ)2  [GeV2]



Other rare decaysOther rare decays
BB++ KK++ll++ll ddBB++ →→ KK++ll++ll–– decaysdecays

μμμμ/ee ratio equal to 1 in SM:/ee ratio equal to 1 in SM:

N Ph i h O(10%) ff tN Ph i h O(10%) ff tNew Physics can have O(10%) effectNew Physics can have O(10%) effect
After 10 fbAfter 10 fb––11: : σσstatstat(R(RKK) = 0.043) = 0.043

Radiative decays:Radiative decays:

Hiller & Krüger, PhysRevD69;074020,2004

DecayDecay 2 fb2 fb––11 yieldyield BBbbbb/S/SKK**γγ::
AACP CP < 1% in SM, up to 40% in SUSY< 1% in SM, up to 40% in SUSY
Can measure at <% levelCan measure at <% level

yy yy bbbb

BB++ →→ KK++μμμμ 3.8k3.8k ~1~1

BB++ →→ KK++eeee 1.9k1.9k ~5~5

BB →→ KK**γγ 35k35k < 0 7< 0 7
φγφγ::

No mixingNo mixing--induced CP asymmetry in induced CP asymmetry in 
SM,SM,

t 50% i SUSYt 50% i SUSY

BBdd →→ KK γγ 35k35k < 0.7< 0.7

BBdd →→ ωγωγ 4040 < 3.5< 3.5

BBss →→ φγφγ 9k9k < 2.4< 2.4

ΛΛ Λ(1115)Λ(1115) 0 75k0 75k 4242up to 50% in SUSYup to 50% in SUSY
ΛγΛγ::

RightRight--handed component of handed component of 
photon polarization O(10%) in SMphoton polarization O(10%) in SM

ΛΛbb →→ Λ(1115)γΛ(1115)γ 0.75k0.75k < 42< 42

ΛΛbb →→ Λ(1520)γΛ(1520)γ 4.2k4.2k < 10< 10

ΛΛbb →→ Λ(1670)γΛ(1670)γ 2.5k2.5k < 18< 18
photon polarization O(10%) in SMphoton polarization O(10%) in SM
Can get 3Can get 3σσ evidence down to evidence down to 15% (10 15% (10 
fbfb––11))

LFV d BLFV d B

ΛΛbb →→ Λ(1690)γΛ(1690)γ 2.2k2.2k < 18< 18
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LFV decays e.g. BLFV decays e.g. Bd,sd,s eeμμ



γγ from Bfrom Bss →→ DDssKK
Two tree decays (bTwo tree decays (b→→c and c and bb→→u)u), , 
which interfere via Bwhich interfere via Bss mixing:mixing: s s

b c 
u
s 

Bs
0{ }Ds

−
}K+

ss
can determine can determine φφss + + γγ, hence, hence γγ in a very clean wayin a very clean way
similar to 2similar to 2ββ++γγ extraction with Bextraction with B00 →→ DD**ππ, but with the , but with the 
advantage that the two decay amplitudes are similar advantage that the two decay amplitudes are similar 

s ss } s

}K–b u 
c
s 

B0{
}Ds

+

(~(~λλ33) and that their ratio can be extracted from data) and that their ratio can be extracted from data

Ds Kσ = 14 MeV/c2

}Ks sBs{

1500

2000
Ds K
Ds π

Bs → Ds
–π+ background 

(with ~ 15 × larger BR)
Expect 6200 signal events

σm  14 MeV/c

1000

500
suppressed using PID:
→ residual 
contamination

l 10%

Expect 6200 signal events 
in 2 fb–1

B /S < 0 5

0

500
only ~ 10%Bbb/S < 0.5 
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]

2
 mass [GeV/csB

5.3 5.35 5.4 5.45 5.5
0



γγ from Bfrom Bss →→ DDssKK
Fit the 4 tagged timeFit the 4 tagged time--dependent rates:dependent rates:

ExtractExtract φφ ++ γγ strong phasestrong phaseExtract Extract φφss + + γγ, strong phase , strong phase 
difference difference ΔΔ, amplitude ratio, amplitude ratio
BBss→→ DDssππ also used in the fitalso used in the fit
to constrain other parametersto constrain other parameters 0.25

0.5

 (D
s − K

+
)

Both DsK asymmetries 10 fb–1, Δms = 20 ps–1)

to constrain other parameters to constrain other parameters 
(mistag rate, (mistag rate, ΔΔmmss, , ΔΓΔΓss …)…)

−0 25

0

0.25

A
sy

m
 (D

σσ((γγ) ~ 13) ~ 13°° with 2 fbwith 2 fb––11

expected to be expected to be 
statistically limitedstatistically limited

−0.5

−0.25

 K
− ) 0.5

Ds
–K+: info on Δ + (γ + φs) 

yy
A

sy
m

 (D
s +

K

0

0.25
A

−0.5

−0.25
Ds

+K–: info on Δ – (γ + φs) 
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γγ from Bfrom B±± →→ DD00KK±±

u

b

u
s
c 
u

B–⎧ 
⎨ 
⎩

}D 0

}K–
u u
b c

u 
s

B–{ }D0
}K–

Weak phase difference = 
γ

“ADS+GLW” strategy:“ADS+GLW” strategy:

u u ⎩ }
colour-
suppressed

u u }
Magnitude ratio = rB ~ 
0.08

Measure the relative rates of Measure the relative rates of BB–– →→ DKDK–– andand BB+ + →→ DKDK++ decays with neutral D’s decays with neutral D’s 
observed in final states such as: observed in final states such as: KK––ππ++ andand KK++ππ––,, KK––ππ++ππ––ππ++ andand KK++ππ––ππ++ππ––,, KK++KK––

These depend on:These depend on:pp
Relative magnitude, weak phaseRelative magnitude, weak phase and strong phase between Band strong phase between B–– →→ DD00KK–– and Band B–– →→
DD00KK––

Relative magnitudes (known) and strong phases betweenRelative magnitudes (known) and strong phases between DD0 0 →→ KK––ππ++ andand DD0 0 →→ KK––Relative magnitudes (known) and strong phases between Relative magnitudes (known) and strong phases between DD →→ KK ππ and and DD →→ KK
ππ++,,
and between and between DD0 0 →→ KK––ππ++ππ––ππ++ and and DD0 0 →→ KK––ππ++ππ––ππ++

Can solve for all unknownsCan solve for all unknowns
DecayDecay 2 fb2 fb––11

yieldyield BBbbbb/S/S
Can solve for all unknowns, Can solve for all unknowns, 
including the weak phase including the weak phase γγ::

U f BU f B DD**KK d t dd t d

BB–– →→ (K(K––ππ++))D D KK–– 28k28k ~0.6~0.6
BB++ →→ (K(K++ππ––))D D KK++ 28k28k ~0.6~0.6
BB–– →→ (K(K++ππ––)) KK–– 180180 4 34 3

σ(γ) = 5–15° with 2 fb–1
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Use of BUse of B →→ DD**KK under studyunder study BB →→ (K(K ππ ))D D KK 180180 4.34.3
BB++ →→ (K(K––ππ++))D D KK++ 530530 1.51.5



γγ from Bfrom B00 →→ DD00K*K*00

}D0b c
u 

B0⎧ 
⎨ Weak phase difference b u

c 
B0⎧ 
⎨

}D 0

d d
s B ⎨ 

⎩ }K*0

colour-
suppressed

p
= γ
Magnitude ratio = rB ~ 
0.4

d d
s B ⎨ 

⎩ }K*0

colour-
suppressed

Treat with same ADS+GLW methodTreat with same ADS+GLW method
So far used onlySo far used only D decays to D decays to KK––ππ++, , KK++ππ––,, KK++KK–– andand ππ++ππ–– final states final states 

pppp

yy yy

Decay mode (+cc)Decay mode (+cc) 2 fb2 fb––11

yieldyield
BBbbbb//
SS

σ(γ) = 7–10° with 2 fb–1
yy

BB00 →→ (K(K++ππ––))D D KK*0*0 34003400 <0.3<0.3
BB00 →→ (K(K––ππ++))D D KK*0*0 500500 <1.7<1.7
BB00 →→ (K(K++KK––, , ππ++ππ––))D D 
KK*0*0 600600 <1.4<1.4
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γγ from Bfrom B→→DK Dalitz analysesDK Dalitz analyses

(( ))BB →→ D(KD(KSSππ++ππ––)K)K ::
DD00 and antiand anti--DD00 contributions interfere in Dalitz plotcontributions interfere in Dalitz plot
If good online KIf good online KSS reconstruction: 5k signal events in 2 fbreconstruction: 5k signal events in 2 fb––11, B/S < 1, B/S < 1If good online KIf good online KSS reconstruction: 5k signal events in 2 fbreconstruction: 5k signal events in 2 fb , B/S  1, B/S  1
Assuming signal only and flat acceptance across Dalitz plot: Assuming signal only and flat acceptance across Dalitz plot: 
σσ((γγ) ) = 8= 8°° with 2 fbwith 2 fb––11

BB0 0 →→ D(KD(KSSππ++ππ––)K)K*0*0::
Under studyUnder studyUnder studyUnder study

BB →→ D(KKD(KKππππ)K)K ::
FourFour--body “Dalitz” analysisbody “Dalitz” analysis
1.7 k signal events in 2 fb1.7 k signal events in 2 fb––11

Assuming signal only and flat acceptance across Dalitz plot:Assuming signal only and flat acceptance across Dalitz plot:
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Assuming signal only and flat acceptance across Dalitz plot: Assuming signal only and flat acceptance across Dalitz plot: 
σσ((γγ) ) = 15= 15°° with 2 fbwith 2 fb––11



Sensitivities to Sensitivities to γγ from Bfrom B→→DK decaysDK decays
B modeB mode D modeD mode MethodMethod σσ((γγ),  2 fb),  2 fb––11

BB++→→ DKDK++ KKππ + KK/+ KK/ππππ + K3+ K3ππ ADS+GLWADS+GLW 55ºº––1515ººBB →→ DKDK KKππ + KK/+ KK/ππππ + K3+ K3ππ ADS+GLWADS+GLW 55 1515
BB+ + →→ D*KD*K++ KKππ ADS+GLWADS+GLW Under studyUnder study

BB+ + →→ DKDK++ KKSSππππ DalitzDalitz 88ºº Signal onlySS

BB+ + →→ DKDK++ KKKKππππ 44--body body ““DalitzDalitz”” 1515ºº
BB+ + →→ DKDK++ KKππππππ 44--body body ““DalitzDalitz”” Under studyUnder study

Signal only, 
no accept. 
effect

BB0 0 →→ DKDK*0*0 KKππ + KK + + KK + ππππ ADS+GLWADS+GLW 77ºº––1010ºº
BB0 0 →→ DKDK*0*0 KKSSππππ DalitzDalitz Under studyUnder study

BBs s →→ DDssKK KKKKππ tagged, A(t)tagged, A(t) 1313ºº

All channels combined (educated guess):All channels combined (educated guess):
σσ((γγ) = ) = 4.24.2ºº with 2 fbwith 2 fb––11
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σσ((γγ) = ) = 2.42.4ºº with 10 fbwith 10 fb––11



γγ from Bfrom Bdd→π→π++ππ−− and Band Bss→→KK++KK−−

it
y 

d
en

si
ty

0.01

it
y 

d
en

si
ty

0.01

it
y 

d
en

si
ty

0.01

Penguin decays, sensitive to New PhysicsPenguin decays, sensitive to New Physics
Measure CP asymmetry in each mode:Measure CP asymmetry in each mode:

If perfect U-spin 
symmetry assumed

2 fb–1

P
ro

b
ab

ili
ty

0.005P
ro

b
ab

ili
ty

0.005P
ro

b
ab

ili
ty

0.005

Measure CP asymmetry in each mode:Measure CP asymmetry in each mode:

AAdirdir and and AAmixmix depend on mixing phase, depend on mixing phase, 

)sin()cos()( tmAtmAtA mixdirCP Δ+Δ= σstat(γ) = 
4°

0 50 100 150

P

00 50 100 150

P

00 50 100 150

P

0

dirdir mixmix p g p ,p g p ,
angle angle γγ, and , and ratio of penguin to tree ratio of penguin to tree 
amplitudes = amplitudes = d ed eiiθθ

Exploit UExploit U--spin symmetry (Fleischer):spin symmetry (Fleischer):
degreesdegreesdegrees

 d
en

si
ty 0.006

 d
en

si
ty 0.006

 d
en

si
ty 0.006

γAssume dAssume dππππ=d=dKKKK and and θθππππ==θθKKKK
4 measurements and 3 unknowns4 measurements and 3 unknowns
(taking mixing phases from other modes)(taking mixing phases from other modes)
→→ can solve forcan solve for γγ

If only 
0 8<dKK/d <1

2 fb–1

P
ro

b
ab

ili
ty

 d

0.004

P
ro

b
ab

ili
ty

 d

0.004

P
ro

b
ab

ili
ty

 d

0.004

→→ can solve for can solve for γγ
With 2 fbWith 2 fb––11::

36k 36k BB00→π→π++ππ−−,  B/S ~ 0.54,  B/S ~ 0.54
36k B36k B →→KK++KK−− B/S < 0 14B/S < 0 14 σstat(γ) = 7–

0.8<dKK/dππ<1.
2 
assumed

0 50 100 150
P

r
0

0.002

0 50 100 150
P

r
0

0.002

0 50 100 150
P

r
0

0.002
36k B36k Bss→→KK++KK , B/S < 0.14, B/S < 0.14
Sensitivity to ASensitivity to Adirdir and Aand Amixmix
~~ twice better than current world averagetwice better than current world average

stat
10°

+ fake solution
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γ



Charm physicsCharm physics
Foresee dedicated D* trigger:Foresee dedicated D* trigger:

Huge sample of Huge sample of DD00→→hh++hh–– decaysdecays

Potentially usable statistics in 10 fbPotentially usable statistics in 10 fb––11

DD** →→ DD00(hh)(hh)ππ 500500MMg pg p yy
Tag DTag D00 or antior anti--DD0 0 flavor with flavor with 
sign of pion from D*sign of pion from D*→→DD00ππ

Performance studies not asPerformance studies not as

DD**--tagged tagged DD00→→KK++KK––

from bfrom b--hadronshadrons 2525MM

Performance studies not as Performance studies not as 
detailed as for B physicsdetailed as for B physics

just startedjust started

DD**--tagged WS tagged WS 
DD00→→KK++ππ–– from bfrom b--
hadronshadrons

1M1M

Interesting (sensitive to NP) & promising searches/measurements:Interesting (sensitive to NP) & promising searches/measurements:
TimeTime--dependent Ddependent D00 mixing with mixing with wrongwrong--sign sign DD00→→KK++ππ–– decaysdecays
Direct CP iolation inDirect CP iolation in DD00 KK++KKDirect CP violation in Direct CP violation in DD00→→KK++KK––

ACP ACP ≤≤ 1010––33 in SM, up to 1% (~current limit) with New Physicsin SM, up to 1% (~current limit) with New Physics
Expect Expect σσstatstat(A(ACPCP) ~ O(10) ~ O(10––33) with 2 fb) with 2 fb––11

DD00→μ→μ++μμ––

BR BR ≤≤ 1010––1212 in SM, up to 10in SM, up to 10––66 (~current limit) with New Physics(~current limit) with New Physics
Expect to reach down to ~5Expect to reach down to ~5××1010––88 with 2 fbwith 2 fb––11
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Expect to reach down to 5Expect to reach down to 5××1010 with 2 fbwith 2 fb



SummarySummary
LHCb can chase New Physics in loop decays:LHCb can chase New Physics in loop decays:

couple superb highlycouple superb highly--sensitive bsensitive b→→s s observablesobservables
BB BB i i hi i h sBBss→μμ→μμ, B, Bss mixing phasemixing phase

expect interesting results with 0.5 fbexpect interesting results with 0.5 fb––11 and 2 fband 2 fb––11 alreadyalready
can measure down to SM with 10 fbcan measure down to SM with 10 fb––11 (in case of no New Physics)(in case of no New Physics)

several other exciting windows of opportunity:several other exciting windows of opportunity:

b
s

s
b

several other exciting windows of opportunity:several other exciting windows of opportunity:
Exclusive b Exclusive b →→ sss Penguin decays (limited, even with 10 fbsss Penguin decays (limited, even with 10 fb––11))
Exclusive bExclusive b→→sll andsll and bb→→ssγγ
BB hh P ihh P i

b s
BB→→ hh Penguinshh Penguins
High statistics charm physicsHigh statistics charm physics

LHCb can improve significantly on LHCb can improve significantly on γγ from tree decays:from tree decays:p g yp g y γγ yy
use together with other UT observables to test CKM even moreuse together with other UT observables to test CKM even more

But …But …

α

γ β
this is only MC, performance not demonstrated in real life yet this is only MC, performance not demonstrated in real life yet 
→→ another 2 years to go !another 2 years to go !
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sparesspares
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Impact of LHCb on UTImpact of LHCb on UT

LHCb (2 fbLHCb (2 fb––11, 10 fb, 10 fb––11):):
LHCb + LQCD only

(( ,, ))
LHCb:LHCb:
σσ(sin(2(sin(2ββ)) = 0.02, )) = 0.02, 0.010.01
σσ((γγ) = 4.2) = 4.2ºº, , 2.42.4ºº

(( ) 10) 10ºº 4 54 5ºº

η

1
γη

1

10 fb–1 (2014)2 fb–1 (2010)

η

1
γη

1 σσ((αα) = 10) = 10º,º, 4.54.5ºº

Lattice QCD (2010, Lattice QCD (2010, 
0.5

1

β
smΔ
dmΔ

0.5

1

0.5

1

β
smΔ
dmΔ

0.5

1

2014):2014):
40, 1000 Tflop year40, 1000 Tflop year
σσ((ξξ)/)/ξξ = 2.5%, 1.5%= 2.5%, 1.5%

-0.5

0

-0.5

0

-0.5

0

-0.5

0

Central values:Central values:
SM assumed SM assumed 
(just for illustration)(just for illustration)-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
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From V. Vagnoni, CKM workshop, Dec 
2006



MC studiesMC studies
Technical proposal (1998):Technical proposal (1998):

Rough detector descriptionRough detector description
N t i i l tiN t i i l ti

REMINDER of important REMINDER of important 
requirements for B physicsrequirements for B physics

Fl ibl d ffi i t t iFl ibl d ffi i t t iNo trigger simulationNo trigger simulation
No pattern recognition in trackingNo pattern recognition in tracking
Parametrized PID performanceParametrized PID performance

ReRe--opt Technical Design Reportopt Technical Design Report

Flexible and efficient trigger Flexible and efficient trigger 
final states with leptons final states with leptons 
fully hadronic final statesfully hadronic final states

Excellent tracking:Excellent tracking:
T k fi di ffi iT k fi di ffi iReRe--opt. Technical Design Report opt. Technical Design Report 

(2003)(2003)
Final detector design Final detector design 
Simulation of L0 and L1 trigger onlySimulation of L0 and L1 trigger only

Track finding efficiencyTrack finding efficiency
Momentum and mass Momentum and mass 
resolutionresolution
Vertexing, proper time Vertexing, proper time 
resolutionresolutiongg ygg y

First version of full pattern recognitionFirst version of full pattern recognition
“DC04” MC datasets (2004“DC04” MC datasets (2004––2005):2005):

Detailed material descriptionDetailed material description

resolutionresolution
Particle identification (p/K/Particle identification (p/K/ππ//μμ/e)/e)

Background estimates:
First simulation of HighFirst simulation of High--Level TriggerLevel Trigger

“DC06” MC datasets (2006“DC06” MC datasets (2006––2007):2007):
“Final” geometry and material description“Final” geometry and material description

Background estimates:
– based on a sample of inclusive 

bb events equivalent to a few 
minutes of data taking !

Redesigned HighRedesigned High--Level TriggerLevel Trigger
“Final” reconstruction algorithms“Final” reconstruction algorithms

g
– sometimes can only set limits

Toda ’s n mbers mostl from DC04 MC at <L> 2 1032 cm 2s 1
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Today’s numbers: mostly from DC04 MC, at <L> = 2×1032 cm–2s–1



Physics performance vs LPhysics performance vs L

Rough and quick study:Rough and quick study:
ll MC l d Lll MC l d L 10103232 22 11small MC samples generated at <L> = 5small MC samples generated at <L> = 5××10103232 cmcm––22ss––11

for a few representative signal channelsfor a few representative signal channels
backgrounds not investigated yet (but will be possible with DC06 samples)backgrounds not investigated yet (but will be possible with DC06 samples)

Preliminary overall conclusion Preliminary overall conclusion 
(f L 2(f L 2 55 10103232 22 11))(for L = 2(for L = 2––55××10103232 cmcm––22ss––11):):

Significant gain for dimuon channels Significant gain for dimuon channels 
yield yield ∝∝ LL same-side 

K opp side K
L = 2×1032

L 5 1032yy
“Status quo” for hadronic channels “Status quo” for hadronic channels 

yield yield ~ constant~ constant
T i f t tT i f t t

K opp-side K
vertex
electron

muon

L = 5×1032

Tagging performance seems ~constant Tagging performance seems ~constant 
(at least for B(at least for Bss →→ DDssK)K)

combined
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Sensitivity to Sensitivity to αα

SSU(2) analysisU(2) analysis of Bof B00 →→ ρρ++ρρ––, , ρρ ρρ00, , ρρ00ρρ00::
M i LHCb ib i ld bM i LHCb ib i ld b BB00 00 00Main LHCb contribution could be Main LHCb contribution could be BB00 →→ ρρ00ρρ00

TimeTime--dependent Dalitz plot analysis of dependent Dalitz plot analysis of 
BB00 →→ ρπρπ →→ ππ++ππ––ππ00 (Snyder & Quinn)(Snyder & Quinn)

ρ0π0
ρ+π–

BB →→ ρπρπ →→ ππ ππ ππ (Snyder & Quinn)(Snyder & Quinn)
14k signal events/2fb14k signal events/2fb––11, B/S ~1, B/S ~1 ρ–π+
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σstat(α) < 10º in 90% of the cases (2 fb–1)



Constraints on New Physics in Constraints on New Physics in 
BBss mixing from mixing from φφss measurementmeasurementss gg φφss

In April 2006, 
i l di CDF’

New physics in Bs mixing parametrized with hs and σs :  M12 = 1+ hs exp(2iσs)( ) M12
SM

2009p
including CDF’s 
first 
measurement  of 

Δm

After LHCb 
measureme
nt of φ with

2009

Δms

>90% CL

>32% CL

nt of φs with 
σ(φs)= ±0.1
(~ 0.2 fb–1)

courtesy Z Ligeti>5% CL from hep-ph/0604112 courtesy Z. Ligeti

2009 2010

After LHCb 
measureme
nt of φs with

After LHCb 
measureme
nt of φs withnt of φs with 

σ(φs)= ±0.1
(~ 0.2 fb–1)

nt of φs with 
σ(φs)= ±0.03
(~ 2 fb–1)

f h h/0604112
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from hep-ph/0604112


